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the least understand how different it was from his
own Bedouin.     He had no sympathy with our
transport problems, for he held all military organisa-
tions in profound contempt, and the letter " Q,"
so justly and deeply revered by every regular, had
no place in the Lawrentian alphabet.    We, on the
other hand, knew only too well that the problem
of moving an Arab regular force strong enough to
do really useful work was not less but a hundred
times more difficult than that of moving an equal
number of other regular troops.    To start with,
the British officers were not in executive command,
and could give no direct orders, even to a camel-
herd.    Everything had to be done either in the form
of a request to the higher Arab authorities, or, more
often, in the form of an intimation to subordinates
that the higher authorities wished something done
which, in the majority of cases, those authorities
knew nothing whatever about.    There was a con-
tinual risk of serious friction in a system of this kind,
but what else could be done ?   The subordinate
officers were in many cases incompetent and in all
cases unaware of it, and if they were left to run their
own show nothing whatever would be done.
It will be seen that the problem of forming a
caravan of some two thousand camels in the charge
of Arab camel-men, with the object of enabling a
detachment of Arab regulars to strike a blow on a
given day at a given point on the enemy line of
communications, was in itself no easy one. But
this was not all. The force would be useless with-
out guns, and with the exception of the Talbot ten-
pounders all the guns in the Arab Army were
carried on mules. The proposed route led through
only three oases, Jafar, Bair, and Azraq. Jafar was
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